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The smart backing solution
for all your cooling devices

Interested in receiving more information about our INSULAID® Cooling facer?
Please contact our specialist who will be pleased to give you a call or visit you!

Mondi Coatings GmbH
Marxergasse 4A
1030 Vienna, Austria
Tel: +43 1 79013 4968
Fax: +43 1 79013 945
Email: extrusion.coatings@mondigroup.com
www.mondigroup.com

IN TOUCH EVERY DAY
www.mondigroup.com

Use Insulaid® Cooling facers to achieve
the highest level of energy-efficiency
Our Insulaid® Cooling facer product range is a sustainable solution that offers you three major
advantages in terms of processability, insulation performance and safety. Bringing your white
goods cooling devices up to the highest level of energy saving.

Mondi Technical Coatings produces high-quality, cost- and energy-efficient solutions for multiple applications
in a broad range of industries such as building, automotive and the graphical sector. Our advanced extrusion
coating technology enables us to produce a wide range of material combinations leading to new and innovative
products. Our broad knowledge of different markets stimulates a creative cross-fertilisation culture leading to
new products such as the newest Insulaid® Cooling facers.

Improved processability
• Runnability: 	The products are specially designed to run more efficiently on existing
production machines. The process speed increases and current waste levels
decrease.
• Stiffness: 	The structural stiffness of the panel is guaranteed, however the cover will not
break during folding for assembly.

Outstanding insulation values
The Insulaid® Cooling facer product range is the smart and sustainable answer for the optimal insulation of the
wide range of cooling devices such as refrigerators, freezers, wine coolers and many others. These facers will bring
your white goods cooling devices up to top-level energy-efficient performance. It is the ideal way to prevent heat
entering the device whilst creating the perfect cold environment inside the cooler.

• Emissivity:
The backing panels lower the energy consumption of the cooling devices.
• Gas tightness: 	During the life cycle of the devices, the insulation foam will retain its specific
insulation characteristics, so insulation performance is guaranteed.

Excellent heat barrier
• Energy recovery: 	The Mondi cooling facers prevent heat coming from the tube condenser
penetrating the cooling device, leaving this heat to be recovered by the living
environment
• Fire retardant: 	Due to the product composition, the facer materials protect welders, users
and the cooling device itself from potential fire danger coming from the hot
heat-exchange pipes.

Technology
Extrusion coating and laminating are industrial
processes to produce a melt of thermoplastic polymer
material. During the extrusion coating process, this
melt is transformed into a functional coating on a
carrier substrate, whereas in extrusion laminating the
additional gluing properties of the melt are used to
produce composite structures incorporating specific
thermo-plastic characteristics. Extrusion coating and
laminating enable the processing of a broad range of
polymers and master batches for creating multi-layer
barriers against grease, water, moisture, gas diffusion,
light and chemicals. With this production process,
additional functionalities such as breathability can
be applied to the material up to a maximum width of
3,150 mm / 125 inches.

A broad range of carrier substrates can be extrusion
coated or laminated:
• Various types of wovens and nonwovens
• Films: PE, (O)PP, (O)PET, (O)PA,…
• Metallised films
• Aluminum foils
• Scrims and other
reinforcement materials
•P
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